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Jones) and JENN ST-ONGE (Giant Days, The Misfits) team up to present
an all-new modern spin on a classic mystery icon!
The Secret in the Dark - Carolyn Keene 2013-09-17
Nancy investigates a classic case of musical mystery and suspense.
Violinist Deirdre Thompson is vying for top honors in Seattle’s most
prestigious musical competition, but Nancy finds that something about
the contest strikes the wrong chord. The concert hall is the focus of a
criminal conspiracy, and Deirdre, who is blind, is the first to sense
trouble—and the first to face danger! Nancy vows to discover who wants
Deirdre out of the contest and out of the picture.
The Secret of Shady Glen - Carolyn Keene 2001-06
Nancy's discovery of a treasure map leads her into a network of
underground passageways beneath a spooky cemetery, where she
uncovers a series of clues to both a recent outbreak of robberies and the
location of a long-lost fortune in gold.
Mystery of the Midnight Rider - Carolyn Keene 2013-05-07
Some equestrians are up to more than horseplay in this third book of the
Nancy Drew Diaries, a fresh approach to a classic series. At the
prestigious—and competitive—River Heights Horse Show, the prizes,
which range from money to possible placement on the Olympic Team, are
so highly coveted that anyone from the riders to the owners will do
anything to win…even drug the horses! Who’s up to no good? Nancy,
Bess and George are on the case!
Mystery by Moonlight - Carolyn Keene 2013-06-11
A mountain lake harbors a hidden past! A charming lakeside cottage
should be the perfect vacation spot for Nancy and her friends...until Bess
becomes convinced that they’re sharing the place with ghosts. Strange
thumps in the attic put them all on edge—except there is no attic. And
worse, their neighbors, who are definitely alive, are giving them grief. To
add to the chaos, a pair of bird-watching photographers sets dangerous
traps in the woods, a summer camp director chases Nancy and Ned off
his property, and the assistant curator of a nearby Native American
museum warns them to stay away from an ancient burial ground. Then a
surprising discovery reveals a long-lost mystery—and a family secret as
black as night.
The Sign of the Twisted Candles - Carolyn Keene 1933
Nancy, as mediator in a generation-old feud, divulges an unknown
birthright.
Curse of the Arctic Star - Carolyn Keene 2013-02-05
Nancy and her friends Bess and George tour the dangerous waters off
the coast of Alaska on a posh new ship's maiden voyage, a journey that is
overshadowed by a series of deaths and near-misses that reveal the work
of a saboteur.
The Twin Dilemma - Carolyn Keene 2005-04-01
Reluctantly participating in a benefit fashion show, Nancy suddenly finds
herself amidst a fraudulent manufacturing scheme and also discovers a
coded message which leads to a family reunion.
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Nancy Drew Diaries 90th Anniversary Collection - Carolyn Keene
2020-09-22
Celebrate the 90th anniversary of the iconic teen sleuth with this
beautifully designed, collectible boxed set of the Nancy Drew Diaries
series, a fresh approach to the classic mystery series! Danger and
mystery abound in this suspenseful series. Join Nancy Drew and her
friends as they journey to Alaska, compete in a horse show, investigate
election sabotage, get stranded at a lake, and much more! With all new
covers—only available in this boxed set—this specially redesigned
collection of the first ten Nancy Drew Diaries celebrates the clever,
independent sleuth who has inspired many women over the years,

The Clue at Black Creek Farm - Carolyn Keene 2015-05-12
Attending a fundraiser to support local farmers, Nancy and her friends
investigate the workings of a saboteur who has poisoned a farmer's fruits
and vegetables. Simultaneous and eBook.
Circle of Evil - Carolyn Keene 2014-04-08
While enjoying a fabulous party hosted by wealthy Joanna Tate, Nancy
finds herself investigating a major jewel theft. Her chief problem is a
rookie police detective who wants to nab the thief himself, but a rash of
devilishly original murder attempts convince Nancy to solve the case
quickly—or pay dearly later.
Clues: A Journal of Detection, Vol. 35, No. 1 (Spring 2017) - Janice M.
Allan 2017-04-04
For over two decades, Clues has included the best scholarship on
mystery and detective fiction. With a combination of academic essays
and nonfiction book reviews, it covers all aspects of mystery and
detective fiction material in print, television and movies. As the only
American scholarly journal on mystery fiction, Clues is essential reading
for literature and film students and researchers; popular culture
aficionados; librarians; and mystery authors, fans and critics around the
globe.
The Mystery of Misty Canyon - Carolyn Keene 1988
Nancy learns that Tammy Calloway, a former rodeo champion, has
received threats that her horse, Renegade, will be destroyed, if Tammy
comes out of retirement to compete in the annual Fourth of July rodeo.
Judy Moody and Friends: Judy Moody and the Missing Mood Ring Megan McDonald 2022-06-07
WWNDD? What Would Nancy Drew Do? Judy and her new friend, Mighty
Fantaskey, take cues from their favorite sleuth as they search for a lost
mood ring in a spooky attic. Judy Moody is freaky for Nancy Drew, the
famous girl detective from the book series. Nancy Drew is an ace at
solving mysteries with brains, bravery, and bobby pins, and Judy is
determined to solve mysteries too. So when Judy bumps into Mighty
Fantaskey, she is excited to meet another Nancy Drew fan and to make a
new friend. Excited, that is, until she visits Mighty’s house: it’s big and
old and creaky and definitely haunted. It even turns Judy’s mood ring the
color of fear! On Judy’s first visit, she hightails it out of there, leaving
Mighty in the dust. But where is Judy’s favorite ring? Jeepers! Can Judy
pluck up enough courage to go back and find it—and solve the real-life
mystery waiting in Mighty’s attic?
Nancy Drew 51: Mystery of the Glowing Eye - Carolyn Keene
1974-01-01
When Nancy Drew eagerly agrees to help her lawyer father solve the
mystery of the glowing eye, she has no way of knowing that it will involve
the kidnapping of her close friend Ned Nickerson. A puzzling note in
Ned’s handwriting set Nancy and her friends Bess and George on a
hazardous search for a bizarre criminal. From their base of operations,
the Emerson College campus, the three girl detectives and Ned’s college
pals follow a maze of clues to locate the kidnapper’s hideout and rescue
Ned. Not only is Nancy greatly worried about Ned, but also she is
alarmed by the high-handed methods of a woman lawyer who tries to
take the case away from her. Readers will follow Nancy’s exciting
adventures as she unravels this dangerous web of mystery.
Over the Rainbow - Michelle Ann Abate 2011
Significant essays on LGBTQ topics in children's literature
Nancy Drew: The Palace of Wisdom - Kelly Thompson 2019-03-20
Nancy Drew is seventeen and good at everything...ESPECIALLY solving
crimes. But her totally-in-control-and-obviously-running-perfectlysmooth-(but-not-really) life hits a snag when a mysterious message drags
her back to the hometown she left behind. There she'll have to find out
which of her friends are still her friends, which are enemies, and who
exactly is trying to kill her...and (hopefully) stop them before they
succeed. KELLY THOMPSON (Uncanny X-Men, Mr. & Mrs. X, Jessica
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including Oprah and Supreme Court Justices Sonia Sotomayor, Sandra
Day O’Connor, and Ruth Bader Ginsburg. This thrilling paperback
collection includes: Curse of the Arctic Star Strangers on a Train Mystery
of the Midnight Rider Once Upon a Thriller Sabotage at Willow Woods
Secret at Mystic Lake The Phantom of Nantucket The Magician’s Secret
The Clue at Black Creek Farm A Script for Danger
Body as Psychoanalytic Object - Caron Harrang 2021-08-20
This book explores the role of bodily phenomena in mental life and in the
psychoanalytic encounter, encouraging further dialog within
psychoanalysis, philosophy, and the humanities, and contributing new
clinical and theoretical perspectives to the recent resurgence of
psychoanalytic interest in the body. Presented in six parts in which
diverse meanings are explored, Body as Psychoanalytic Object focuses on
the clinical psychoanalytic encounter and the body as object of
psychoanalytic inquiry, spanning from the prenatal experience to death.
The contributors explore key themes including mind–body relations in
Winnicott, Bion, and beyond; oneiric body; nascent body in early object
relations; body and psychosensory experience; body in breakdown; and
body in virtual space. With clinical vignettes throughout, each chapter
provides unique insight into how different analysts work with bodily
phenomena in the clinical situation and how it is conceived theoretically.
Building on the thinking of Winnicott and Bion, as well as contributions
from French psychoanalysis, Body as Psychoanalytic Object offers a way
forward in a body-based understanding of object relations theory for
psychoanalysts and psychotherapists.
Stolen Affections - Carolyn Keene 1995
Nancy Drew and detective Sam Fanelli investigate the disappearance of
an eight-year-old boy caught in a custody battle between his movie star
mother and paternal grandfather.
Captive Witness - Carolyn Keene 2015-03-24
On a student tour through Europe, Nancy discovers that their leader is
on a secret mission to transfer ten refugee children from an iron curtain
country to freedom! Before the mission is completed, Nancy receives an
urgent message from her father concerning a missing entry in a foreign
film festival. Undaunted and clever, Nancy pursues an intriguing clue
found in a student’s wheelchair and finds herself in great danger.
The Red Slippers - Carolyn Keene 2015-12-15
It's sabotage ballet-style and Nancy's determined to find out who's
behind it.
North to the Night - Alvah Simon 1999-09-14
In June 1994 Alvah Simon and his wife, Diana, set off in their 36-foot
sailboat to explore the hauntingly beautiful world of icebergs, tundra,
and fjords lying high above the Arctic Circle. Four months later,
unexpected events would trap Simon alone on his boat, frozen in ice 100
miles from the nearest settlement, with the long polar night stretching
into darkness for months to come. With his world circumscribed by
screaming blizzards and marauding polar bears and his only companion a
kitten named Halifax, Simon withstands months of crushing loneliness,
sudden blindness, and private demons. Trapped in a boat buried beneath
the drifting snow, he struggles through the perpetual darkness toward a
spiritual awakening and an understanding of the forces that conspired to
bring him there. He emerges five months later a transformed man.
Simon's powerful, triumphant story combines the suspense of Into Thin
Air with a crystalline, lyrical prose to explore the hypnotic draw of one of
earth's deepest and most dangerous wildernesses.
Nancy Drew Starter Set - Carolyn Keene 2009-09-03
Teenage detective Nancy Drew uses her courage and powers of
deduction to solve six classic mysteries.
Once Upon a Thriller - Carolyn Keene 2013-09-24
Nancy and her friends need more than book smarts to get to the bottom
of a literary mystery in this fourth book of the Nancy Drew Diaries, a new
take on the classic series. A rash of crimes in a neighboring town—a
blazing fire at a bookstore, a boat that sinks in the harbor, and a valuable
dog’s dognapping—are eerily similar to the plots from famous mystery
writer Lacey O’Brien’s popular books. So who’s behind the crimes? Could
it be Lacey looking for publicity? One of Lacey’s superfans? Or maybe it’s
Paige Samuels, owner of the bookstore that burned. Nancy, Bess, and
George will have to read between the lines as they dig deep into a
dangerous mystery.
Nancy Drew Mystery Stories Books 1-4 - Carolyn Keene 2015-10-13
Nancy Drew's keen mind is tested when she searches for a missing will.
The Lost Files of Nancy Drew - Carolyn Keene 2007
The journals of Nancy Drew, Carolyn Keene's teenage girl sleuth, which
include information about Nancy's favorite mysteries, the creators of
Nancy Drew, and art from the seventy-seven-year history of the book

series.
Nancy Drew Diaries 3-Books-in-1! - Carolyn Keene 2016-06-07
Collection of the first three Nancy Drew diaries.
Nancy Drew Diaries - Carolyn Keene 2030-12-31
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every
reader.
The E-mail Mystery - Carolyn Keene 1998
When the clients of Nancy's father, a lawyer, begin to desert him for
unknown reasons, Nancy discovers that someone is using electronic mail
to sabotage his practice through deception and betrayal. Original.
Terror on Tour - Carolyn Keene 2007-06-05
With the Rockapazooma concert looming, Nancy and her friends are
excited about attending the big event, but when Nancy hears of Frank
and Joe's new assignment, she more than eagerly decides to lend a hand,
in a Nancy Drew/Hardy Boys crossover mystery. Original.
Measle and the Wrathmonk - Ian Ogilvy 2005-04-12
Twelve-year-old orphan Measle Stubbs is shrunk down to half an inch tall
and placed in a train set by his evil guardian, the Wrathmonk.
A Taste of Danger - Carolyn Keene 2013-07-16
This resort has the recipe for disaster! Nancy’s thrilled that she, Bess,
George, and Hannah will be attending the grand opening of the newly
renovated Gourmet Getaway. Not only will they be able to eat four-star
meals prepared by master chefs, they’ll get to take cooking classes with
them, too. But before the table’s even set, problems start plaguing the
resort, both in and out of the kitchen. Nancy can’t believe it’s just bad
luck, but who’s causing all the problems? Nancy puts her cooking on the
back burner so she can devote her attention to solving the mystery. Can
she manage to find out who’s behind the trouble before more sabotage is
served?
The Book of Lies - Aleister Crowley 2018-01-23
Aleister Crowley s The Book of Lies is an important and complex work of
occultism. Deciphering its many layers of hidden meaning requires a
little patience and more than a beginner s knowledge of Thelema. For
those interested in passing beyond the initiate stage, the reward offered
by a deeper understanding of this challenging text is well worth the
effort. This new 2018 edition of The Book of Lies from Kismet Publishing
restores all of Crowley s original text, including the important keys, sigils
and diagrams often omitted from reprints.
The Swami's Ring - Carolyn Keene 2015-03-17
When Nancy searches through the knapsack of an amnesia victim, she
finds an unusual ring. Before long, she is caught up in a second case
about a beautiful harpist. As Nancy works both cases, her discoveries
reveal an important connection between the hospital patient, the harpist,
and troubling enemies from abroad.
The Lightning Thief - Rick Riordan 2010-02-02
Percy Jackson is about to be kicked out of boarding school...again. And
that's the least of his troubles. Lately, mythological monsters and the
gods of Mount Olympus seem to be walking straight out of the pages of
Percy's Greek mythology textbook and into his life. Book #1 in the NYT
best-selling series, with cover art from the feature film, The Lightning
Thief.
The Clue of the Broken Locket - Carolyn Keene 2021-09-22
Kitty and Johnny Blair, two famous actors, adopt baby twins who were
mysteriously found in a boat along the river. The cruel Blairs have only
adopted the babies as a publicity stunt, as they hope to raise the children
as actors, which will help their own careers. Nancy sets off to find their
real mother and take them away from the Blairs.
Congressional Record - United States. Congress 1967
Nancy Drew Files Vol. I - Carolyn Keene 2019-09-24
The world’s favorite teen detective is back, and she’s on the case. Keep
up with Nancy Drew in this thrilling collection of mysteries full of
intrigue, boys, and murder. In Secrets Can Kill, Nancy goes undercover
to investigate the elusive thief stalking the nighttime halls of Bedford
High. With her inside contact, gorgeous senior Daryl Gray, Nancy
attempts to uncover the dangerous secrets that run deep at Bedford, but
soon it’s a whole new game—a game called murder. And Nancy is the
killer’s next target. In Deadly Intent, Nancy is ready to rock out at a
concert in New York City—but the band’s lead guitarist vanishes minutes
before they’re set to go on stage. Nancy and her on-again-off-again
boyfriend Ned investigate, and their list of suspects leads them to a
conspiracy that threatens to shake the entire music industry. In Murder
on Ice, Nancy and Ned head to a ski resort to rekindle their romance. But
instead of love, they find deadly peril. Can Nancy find the killer, before
an avalanche of murder buries them all?
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A Script for Danger - Carolyn Keene 2015-09-22
A film is being made in River Heights—and there’s sabotage on the
set—in this tenth book of the Nancy Drew Diaries, a fresh approach to a
classic mystery series. Nancy’s old friend—and former paralegal to
Carson Drew—Alex Burgess is making a movie…and it’s filming in River
Heights! On the first day of shooting, Alex invites Nancy, Bess, and
George on set for a behind-the-scenes peek at how a movie is made.
George is excited for a closer look at the cameras and special effects, and
Bess is mostly around to get a glimpse of the film’s leading man:
handsome actor Brian Newsome! But right before the camera starts
rolling there’s an explosion in the catering area. Turns out someone put

firecrackers in the coffeemaker. Not too long after that, Brian’s costume
is found streaked with blood. And threatening notes show up scrawled on
the scripts: SHUT IT DOWN OR YOU’LL BE SORRY. Can Nancy track
down the set saboteur before the film’s dangerous final scene? Or will
the entire production go up in flames first?
False Impressions - Carolyn Keene 2014-06-24
An imposter has been using Nancy’s name to con wealthy townspeople
out of thousands of dollars. Now the teen sleuth must clear her own
name and uncover the true identity of an unscrupulous extortionist and
her mysterious partner.
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